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Human rights, need to training 
Mohammad Hossein salimian- the imam sadeq scientific research institute(issri) 
Abstract: the human rights articles in today world have faced to different views, these 
sights are not similar in different citizenship communities, this difference is seen even 
agony people of a country as yet some persons see human rights as a phantasm sight to 
area of human rights and don't consider it as a need and always don't stand designing 
such is sues due to opposition with tribe, religious and traditional beliefs, training as 
human guide in daily interactions can improve this primary sight, training of human 
rights concepts relying on special and influenced persons, concepts compulsory training 
in training centers and using all training potentials in communities can raise human 
rights approach in human mentality and can avoid misusing omens of power, wealth 
and industry, while focusing on training importance, basic and structural activities for 
providing concepts of human rights in citizens minds of less developed communities 
has been as agenda of Iranians state and governance.  
The key words- training, human vigils, training of human bights concepts introducing 
organization- 
The following report has been sent by active students of yazd city who have operated 
their activities in shape of ago with title of imam sadeq scientific research 
institute(issri). This complex has activity license no. 33047.1 by permit of ministry of 
interior, and with registered no 648 has provincial approach and deep sight to tainting 
importance study for appearing student creations and with motto "creation in thought, 
cleamess in action", of course by concentration on humanistic are a and by holding 
several training court sees and research and training symposiums and using provincial 
mass media following movement in idea area specially in human is tics phase in 
geographical district of activity place i.e. yazd and proceed to define income- producing 
projects to its credits. 
Although sent reports by civil agencies to respected council of humon rights of UN was 
rarely and designs it with little sight, special subject as human rights defects and for 
omitting defect, but in this report we try to design subject with different approach that it 
seems move with it can reduce human rights demands spirit as in basic case and 
naturally there will be response following any demand, when you move form crowded 
and big cities of Iran to small cities and relatively calm at first you thinker people have 
low social activities spirit and in small response to this mind question you make an 
excuse as small cities and lock of possibilities and so on in order to be relieved from this 
mind question. When we look around deeply to yazd, we see a province with high 
scientific aspects in lran and with high IQ, for example the morst accepted students for 
universities were from yazd and move than anhy province, thus this province can 
become to a investment and scientific pole in this case and there are many universities 
and training centers and at least in each family one member studies at university as one 
presume from 20 persons startles at university in statistical case, in this report for 
making clear people minds we have some examples, as it was said yaz is a province 
with high IQ and in telligent people but for many years people lungs have some 
Aroblems with polluted air due to industries such as brick making places and steel 
factory and in spite of high air pollution, mtil now there has been no con severable 
attention that we hope in human rights council reports the air pollution of yazd is paid 
attention seriously, and as people face to air pollution daily and can not forget it we 
considered it deeply, in a field sureey and in organization camong persons of this 
center) we got result that due to not having training and awareness there is no worry in 
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people thought for getting their right, i.e. when a citizen knows that using clean ait is his 
or her right, and having healthy air is the least human rights for suitcase living, ashen or 
she has not understood the issue, it will be different, i.e. when people in a local 
community via training can get result that minorities including tribe, religious or so on 
are usual citizens and are not the second degree citizen, they behave differently with 
minorities, thus we describe an issue that is specific the presence phi losophy of our 
ngo, training as a base in community progress can have positive results in a coordinated 
system. And training of human rights topics or citizenship rights is very important in 
deepening to citizens sight to human rights problems, although in big cities based on 
daily interactions and getting access to possibilities and re sources this sight has been 
established burin small and getting access to possibilities and resources this sight has 
been based on daily interactions and getting access to possibilities and re sources its 
sight has been established butting small cities lack of such vies has followed misuse of 
mowers of industry, power and health, we believe that getting access to an ideal 
community is not met in to reality getting into reality is not far from access but we focus 
on training of human rights concepts in such frames explaining in solutions part, we 
believe that flowing training of course we will observe awareness growth and it makes 
increasing awareness  and spirit of demanding such as owners of pollutant in dustiest, 
and owners of power and wealth. 
The related rules: 
Although in human rights announcement and political and civil rights contract also in 
Islamic republic of Iran constitution has focused on training but we don't observe any 
lack of rules related to training of human rights with goal of making human rights sight 
among citizens, that we hope such re ports provide approvement of rules related to 
subject of the training as national and international. 
Solutions: 
Although by stating subject we limited survey are a to province of aur activity it took 
place with goal of more exact termination of subject angles, in the third world countries 
and developing countries which are in transit case it's possible that human rights 
activities and move mints go to the edge part due to oppositions with religion, 
traditional beliefs and local views, we insist that respecting traditional, religious beliefs 
and local views for advancing a above goals is necessary i.e. increasing citizens human 
right awareness's level and people should not be irritated. 
The recommended solutions: 
a- determining one or several credits in all university course of study with titles such as 
human tights or citizenship rights for instance in yazd province there are 50.000 
students and thus we hope that besides increasing awareness of them directly, their 
friends and families use benefits in directly, it's in retesting that in course of study 
Rights in Iranian universities in B. S. a credit titled human rights has not been 
considered for training human rights con cents, and only in some universities theirs a 
voluntarily credit. 
b- training human rights concepts in schools including primary school, guiding school 
and high school from primary periods in shape of training package, credits, recreation 
and so on  
c. training of human rights concepts via mass media specially T. V and Radio in frame 
of short for children  
d. developing human rights positions in university ycenters and in center of each 
province  
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e. establishing human bights enterprises knit of course with special tittles of human 
bights and selecting several formations at each city for holding special training courses 
by recognizing in flounced persons. 
Deduction: the above solutions were said as improvements, that are not limited and will 
be developed rights subjects worry them and there will be no profit for getting into 
reality goals of of human rights and the others merely is not met into reality only some 
persons worry a bout goals of human rights and the others merely pass by it with pant 
asdic sight to human rights issue and the sacrificed ones are not important for them, we 
hope human rights council will think by getting solutions in report of Iran world period 
surrey plays an impressive role via interacting with Iranian government in are a of 
human rights concepts. 
  
 


